
With a total of 5 different, 5-axis milling  
centers, Kvisgaard has a broad range that  
suits every need. The latest addition from 2016 
is a Brother Speedio MX140X1 equipped with  
a robot handling unit from ABB/SVIA.   

Combined with Kvisgaard’s more than 20 
years’ experience of 5-axis machining, the 
new investment will give our customers even 
greater benefits. The setup reduces bottle-
necks, frees resources for programming of 
new parts and offers competitive prices for 
repeated jobs in medium batch sizes.  

New design features 
The 5-axis technology gives a lot of freedom in 
the design phase. Previously, many setup changes 
were required for multi-sided work pieces, result-
ing in increased prices. Now, however, such 
items can be machined in just a few operations 
if they are designed correctly. Complex parts can 
therefore be produced in small batches to close 
tolerances at attractive prices. 

Close partnerships between design engineers 
and highly skilled machine operators are es-
sential if the technology is to be fully exploited. 
So be sure to draw on Kvisgaard experience and 
know-how as early as the design phase to fully 
experience the difference we make. 

New clamping system
With some of the fastest setup times in the
business, Kvisgaard is the perfect choice for 
small batches. We utilize detailed setup proce-
dures and combine state-of-the-art machining 
technology within clamping tools. Our machines 
can therefore be set up quickly and accurately.

High precision and superior finish
Few can match Kvisgaard when it comes to
finish. Over many years, we have built up par-
ticular expertise in manufacturing components 
to ex  tremely high quality standards. And the new 
5-axis CNC machining centre will significantly 
strengthen our capabilities. 

By reducing the number of clamping operations, 
the machine will minimise the risk of scratching 
during handling while providing maximum assur-
ance that interrelated tolerances are met. During 
machining, a built-in Renishaw probe takes 
measurements, which are actively utilised in the 
production process.

Shorter lead time
As the numbers of operations are reduced, lead 
and delivery times can now be shortened,  
ensuring faster supply chain reaction, less need 
for stocks and improved ability to react swiftly to 
changing demand.

Tempted to challenge the 5-axis 
technology? 
Send us one of your mechanical designs and we 
will suggest specific improvements in the form of 
better design, higher quality and/or lower price. 
 

For further information, please contact us  
on +45 36 70 88 01 or home@kvisgaard.dk

Examples of components produced with 5-axis technology
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5-axis machining: 

Design for manufacturing – 5-axis technology

Machine list (5-axis technology)
BROTHER SPEEDIO M140X1 (X-Y-Z) – 200 x 440 x 305 mm, 16,000 RPM

EQUIPPED WITH ABB/SVIA ROBOT CELL

MATSUURA MX 520 (X-Y-Z) – 630 x 560 x 510, 20,000 RPM

BROTHER TC-S2A (X-Y-Z) – 480 x 360 x 300, 16,000 RPM

QUASER UX600 (X-Y-Z) – 885 x 800 x 500, 15,000 RPM

OKUMA MU400 (X-Y-Z) -  762 x 460 x 460, 8,000 RPM  


